Gender-specific factors of typical and atypical suicidal behaviors: a secondary data analysis of the 2018 Korea Youth Risk Behavior Survey
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Abstract

Background and objective: There are limited information about factor associated with linear sequences of suicidal ideation, planning, and attempts among adolescents by gender groups, and those of out-of-linear sequences. The aims of this study was to identify factors associated with typical and atypical patterns of suicidal behaviors by comparing two gender groups of adolescents.

Material and methods: This secondary data analysis was conducted based on the 2018 Korea Youth Risk Behavior Survey (N = 65528) by using descriptive statistics and multinomial logistic regression analyses with this complex sample.

Results: A total of 12.4% of adolescents were in typical groups, and 1.6% were in atypical groups. Excessive stress and a depressed state were related to typical suicidal behaviors, while violent victimization accounted for atypical suicidal behaviors (all P values < 0.001). In spite of similar degrees and directions in both gender groups, there were some different findings between the gender groups, such as a poor level of academic achievement and stress, as well as living arrangements.

Conclusion: Our study findings provide a comprehensive understanding of the risks of typical and atypical suicidal behaviors in adolescents by considering gender differences. Psychological interventions including school violence prevention should be provided to vulnerable adolescents at risk of suicide, specifically tailored to their gender differences.
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1. Introduction

Adolescent suicide is a significant public health concern. South Korea has had the highest suicide rates among countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) since 2011, and adolescents are a major contributing factor in maintaining this high prevalence of suicide, along with elders [1]. The average suicide death rates in South Korean adolescents were 7.6 per 100000 people, a much higher rate than the 5.9 per 100000 people in OECD countries [2]. While suicide rates among other age groups are declining, the suicide rate for adolescents continues to increase, specifically for female adolescents [1]. Thus, there has been an ongoing investigation of how different ages or genders are associated with suicidal behaviors.

Adolescent suicide seems to have reasons different from those of other age groups. First, mental health problems are the leading causes of suicide for adolescents [1, 3], while other causes are reported for other age groups, including financial difficulties for adults and poor health due to disease or functional disabilities for the elderly [1, 2]. Second, suicide

Attempts in adolescents are impulsive or unplanned, while adults and older adults tend to make detailed plans often leading to fatal suicide [1, 2]. Third, adolescents in South Korea choose different means of suicide, such as jumping, drug misuse, and cutting or stabbing, while adults and older adults choose hanging or drug misuse [1, 2]. Therefore, it is important to have an in-depth understanding of the suicidal behaviors of adolescents, who are at high risk of uncontrolled suicidal impulses and situational motivations [1, 2].

Based on theoretical models explaining suicide, the sequence is often considered on a linear continuum of suicidal ideation, planning, nonfatal attempts, and attempts resulting in death [4, 5]. Most of the suicidal related studies have investigated individuals who reported suicidal ideation [5]. Suicidal ideation is understood as a predisposing factor leading to suicidal attempts [6], but not everyone with suicidal ideation dies by suicide [7]. There are atypical suicides that do not follow the ideation-to-action linear sequence [1, 7]. In other words, some adolescents plan or attempt suicide right away without suicidal ideation [1, 7]. Recent data has shown that atypical suicide behavior has been frequently reported, specifically in adolescents [1, 7]. Previous studies have identified psychiatric problems, hopelessness, depression, and impulsivity as factors that could increase the possibility of atypical suicidal progression but do not follow the sequence from suicidal ideation to attempt [4].

However, it is difficult to investigate suicidal planning and attempts owing to the ethical concerns of safety protection for subjects or undue influence by clinicians [5, 8, 9]. Most of the suicidal related studies could have difficulty involving high-risk participants who have planned or attempted suicide actually and who need urgent care or protective agencies [8, 9]. To overcome contextual, ethical, and methodological challenges, a secondary data analysis with already collected data at the national level would be helpful in identifying the risk factors of typical and atypical suicide behaviors and to develop early detection screening and timely intervention programs for adolescents.

1.1 Background

There are several theoretical frameworks to explain the linear sequence of suicidal behaviors from ideation to attempt. First, the ideation-to-action framework proposed by Klonsky and May [10] explained the development and process from suicidal ideation to attempts by focusing on predictors. The ideation-to-action framework differentiates ideations and attempts as separate concepts on suicidal behavior. Second, the integrated motivational-volitional theory explains suicidal-consequent action based on psychological desire [11]. Accumulation and persistence of negative emotions such as defeat and entrapment activate suicidal ideation. Other factors, such as lethal means, planning, and impulsivity, combined with the acquired capability to move forward further the process from suicidal ideation to attempts. Third, the three-step theory of suicide developed by Klonsky and May [10] describes a simplified model for a suicide ideation-to-action framework. While suicidal ideation results from the complexity of psychological pain and hopelessness, suicidal attempts are influenced by dispositional, acquired, and practical factors to increase the capacity to die by suicide. However, these theoretical models have limitations in explaining unexpected behaviors that present atypically as opposed to their proposed linear directions from suicidal ideation to attempt. Thus, there is limited information about the when, how, and why of the transition from suicidal ideation to attempt [4, 5, 10–12].

This study was developed mainly based on the integrated motivational-volitional (IMV) model [11]. The IMV model consists of three phases: (1) the pre-motivational phase describes the biopsychosocial context in which suicidal ideation, plans, and attempts may occur, (2) the motivational phase explains the factors that lead to the emergence of suicidal ideation, and (3) the volitional phase demonstrates the factors that govern the transition from suicidal ideation to suicide attempts and death by suicide. We defined a typical group as those who go through a linear sequence of suicidal ideation, planning, and attempt. In contrast, atypical suicide was defined as those who do not go through a series progressions
based on this linear sequence. In addition, the variables were selected and categorized based on this framework (see Fig. 1, Ref. [11]). Based on empirical studies, there are diverse types of risk factors related to adolescent suicide behaviors. Family factors include household economic status hardships [13], living situation [13], and familial dynamics or support [1, 14, 15]. School and peer-related factors include academic performance [3] or peer victimization at school [14–17]. Specifically, we focused on factors related to mental health such as high levels of psychological distress and depression [3, 13, 15, 18, 19], because mental health problems are the most frequently cited reasons for suicide among Korean youth [1].

There is an ongoing investigation into how different genders associate with adolescent suicide, however, the study findings are inconsistent [1]. Usually, suicidal ideation, planning, and attempts have been more common in female adolescents than male adolescents [1, 13, 15, 20]. In a longitudinal study, compared to male adolescents, female adolescents reported suicidal ideation, planning, and attempts more frequently in earlier adolescence [20]. A systematic review with longitudinal studies reported that female adolescents have more attempts, while male adolescents have more deaths by suicide [21]. Gender differences in suicide risk are related to psychological vulnerability, such as depression [3, 18, 20, 21], or different patterns of problem-solving for distress and gender roles in specific cultures [13, 17], which might increase the risk of suicidal behaviors differently. Previous studies examined the risk factor for suicidal ideation in adolescents focusing on the age-by-gender effect [15], and developmental trend of three different suicidal behaviors by gender [20]. For example, compared to male adolescents, female adolescents reported suicidal ideation, planning, and attempts more frequently in earlier adolescence [15, 20].

However, previous studies have identified only the risk factors influencing each suicidal ideation, plan or attempt, and reported gender difference in those associations [13–21]. There have been limitations in understanding the typical and atypical pattern of suicidal behaviors, whether they follow the linear sequence from suicidal ideation to attempt by gender. Identifying the features and risk factors of typical or atypical suicidal behaviors among adolescents by gender provides more in-depth information to timely suicidal intervention for adolescents. Therefore, we conducted this study to further examine gender differences in adolescent suicide and psychological risk factors, specifically for typical and atypical suicide behaviors among adolescents.

1.2 Aims

The aims of this study was to identify how psychologically vulnerable factors relate to suicidal behaviors among adolescents. The specific goals were to (1) estimate the rates of typical and atypical groups of suicidal behaviors; (2) identify associations of psychologically vulnerable factors in typical or atypical groups; and (3) differentiate the significant factors related to typical or atypical groups between the two gender groups.

2. Methods

2.1 Design

This study was cross-sectional design using secondary data analysis based on data from the 2018 Korea Youth Risk Behavior Survey (KYRBS).

2.2 Description of primary data and samples

The KYRBS consisted of nationally representative data collected to investigate the health status of Korean adolescents [22, 23]. The 2018 KYRBS data were collected between April and May 2017. A total of 400 middle schools and 400 high schools were allocated on each stratum using proportional distribution methods. Cluster sampling with two-stage stratification was performed randomly, with primary extraction as a school and secondary extraction as a class from strata. In this study a total of 117 strata was considered by 39 local districts (including metropolis, city, town etc.) and three school levels (middle school, general high school, and specialized high school). All students were selected through random sampling based on classified schools and classes (N = 62823). However, the data of total of 60040 students among the participants were selected for analysis after excluding incomplete data or dropout (95.6% of response rate). The analysis was conducted with the whole sample (see Fig. 2).

2.3 Data collection

The KYRBS was conducted after acquiring the selected schools’ permission for participation. The survey protocol was explained to the assigned teachers who were involved in the whole process of the survey. A computerized self-report survey was conducted after receiving consent from students who wanted to participate in the study voluntarily. The teacher assigned a single computer to the participating students and placed them in random places. Students were provided with an explanation of the purposes and procedure of the survey. The online system requested that participants answer each question in order to move forward to the next page. The average completion time ranged from 45 to 50 minutes [22].

2.4 Ethical considerations

Since 2015, the KYRBS has been conducted without approval from Institutional Review Board (IRB) in the compliance with the Enforcement Regulations of the Bioethics and Safety Act of Korea [22]. The research team explained the purpose and procedure of the KYRBS and obtained informed consent from each student who decided to participate in the survey voluntarily. Any personal identification information was not collected during the survey. This study was reviewed and approved for IRB exemption by the IRB of the researchers’ affiliated university (Y-2019-0065). All aspects of the STROBE were considered in this study.
2.5 Instrument

The 2018 KYRBS questionnaire consisted of 15 health-related domains, including smoking, drinking, physical activity, mental health, and other factors with 103 items [22]. The variables used in this secondary data analysis are described below.

2.5.1 Dependent variables

Three items were selected to operationalize adolescents’ suicidal behaviors—suicidal ideation, plans, and attempts. Specific questions included, “Have you had suicidal ideations in the last 12 months?”, “Have you had any specific suicidal plans in the last 12 months?”, and “Have you made any attempts at suicide in the last 12 months?” The available responses for each question were “yes” and “no”, which were coded as 1 or 0, respectively. The combinations of suicidal behaviors were calculated by summing the total number of responses and grouped as none, typical, and atypical suicide behavioral groups, which were coded as 0, 1, or 2, respectively (Fig. 1). A typical group is assumed to follow a linear sequence from suicidal ideation to attempt and categorized the other patterns of suicidal behaviors; (d) suicidal plan without ideation, (e) suicidal attempt without ideation and plan, (f) suicidal ideation and attempt without plan, and (g) suicidal plan and attempt without ideation.

2.5.2 Independent variables

Psychologically vulnerable factors were examined based on stress levels, depressed state, and violent victimization. The specific questions were: (1) “How much stress do you usually feel?”, (2) “Have you felt depressed enough in the last 12 months to let it disrupt your daily life for two weeks, and (3) “Have you experienced any serious violence in the last 12 months from a friend, senior, or adult that could have been treated in a hospital (physical assault, intimidation, or bullying, etc.)?”. The available responses of stress were “a lot (high)”, “to a moderate extent (moderate)”, or “don’t feel a lot (low)”. These were coded as 0, 1, or 2, respectively. The available responses for depression status and violent victimization were “no” or “yes”, which were coded as 0 or 1, respectively.
2.5.3 Control variables
Socio-demographic factors were self-reported in terms of gender (either "male adolescents" or "female adolescents"), school level ("middle" or "high school"), academic achievement ("excellent", "average", or "poor"), living with family ("yes" or "no"), and household economic status ("affluent", "average", or "poor").

2.6 Data analysis
This study followed the KYRBS data analysis guidelines for complex sample data analysis using strata, cluster, finite population correction factors and weight [22]. Listwise deletion was applied to a small amount of missing data (4.4%). Data analyses were conducted using SPSS version 23.0 (IBM Corp, Chicago, IL, USA) with two-tailed alpha set at 0.05.

First, descriptive statistics with frequencies and weighted percentages were used to describe socio-demographic variables and different combinations of suicidal behaviors, and three groups of suicidal behaviors ("no", "typical", and "atypical" groups). Second, chi-squared tests based on weighted percentages were used to estimate the rates of typical and atypical groups of suicidal behaviors and differences by socio-demographic and vulnerable mental health factors. Third, multinomial logistic regression analyses with complex samples were used to identify associations of suicidal behaviors and vulnerable mental health factors between the two groups. The reference group in the multinomial logistic regression analyses was the no-suicide behavior group. There was no problem of multicollinearity in conducting the regression analyses; the variance inflation factor of the independent variables explained the classification of typical and atypical suicidal behaviors and differences by socio-demographic and vulnerable mental health factors. Third, multinomial logistic regression analyses with complex samples were used to identify associations of suicidal behaviors and vulnerable mental health factors between the two groups. The reference group in the multinomial logistic regression analyses was the no-suicide behavior group. There was no problem of multicollinearity in conducting the regression analyses; the variance inflation factor of the independent variables ranged from 1.01 to 1.19 and the minimum tolerance was from 0.83. The results are presented using odds ratios (ORs), P-values, and 95% confidence intervals (CIs).

3. Results
3.1 Characteristics of the sample
The average age of all sampled adolescents was 15.00 ± 1.77 years, of which 52.1% were male adolescents and 47.9% were female adolescents. High school students accounted for 53.6% of the sample, while middle school students accounted for 46.4%. The academic achievement of adolescents was excellent (38.8%), average (29.3%), and poor (31.9%). The majority of adolescents (95.2%) lived with their families, and the average or higher household economic status of adolescents was 86.8%. Their stress levels were reported as high (40.4%), moderate (41.3%), and low (18.3%). Among these, 27.1% reported depression in the past 12 months and 2.1% received some treatment after experiencing violent victimization (Table 1).

3.2 Overall rate of typical and atypical groups with suicidal behavior
Different combinations of suicidal behaviors are presented in Fig. 2. A total of 12.4% of adolescents were classified in the typical group (4.4% for male adolescents and 8.0% for female adolescents, respectively) and 1.6% were in the atypical group (0.6% for male adolescents and 1.0% for female adolescents, respectively).

3.3 Psychologically vulnerable factors related to typical and atypical suicidal behaviors
The results of the multinomial logistic regression analyses are shown in Table 2. The Cox and Snell $R^2$ was 0.202, and the Nagelkerke $R^2$ was 0.339, showing that the independent variables explained the classification of typical and atypical groups compared to the no suicide behavioral group [24]. All independent variables were associated statistically with suicidal behaviors (all P-values of Omnibus Wald F-tests < 0.001).

Of the socio-demographic factors, the factors that increased the likelihood of experiencing suicidal behavior, for either typical or atypical groups, were female adolescents who were studying in middle school rather than high school, had poor academic achievement, lived apart from their families, and had poor household economic status (all P-values < 0.001). In general, the ORs of these identified factors were much higher in the atypical group than in the typical group. Specifically, ORs of either the typical or atypical group increased when they had much poorer academic achievement and household economic status.

Psychological vulnerability factors increased the likelihood of experiencing suicidal behavior, either for typical or atypical groups, when they reported moderate or high levels of stress, depressed states within 12 months, and past experience of violent victimization (all P-values < 0.001). However, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>n (%)a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Socio-demographic factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>30463 (52.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>29577 (47.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School level</td>
<td>Middle school</td>
<td>30228 (46.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>29812 (53.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>23420 (38.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic achievement</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>17526 (29.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>19094 (31.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>56654 (95.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3386 (4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affluent</td>
<td>24207 (40.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households economic status</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>27808 (46.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>8025 (13.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor mental health indicators</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>24312 (40.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>24638 (41.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>11090 (18.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>16208 (27.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>45832 (72.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent victimization</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1242 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>58798 (97.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: a Percentage with complex sample was conducted. b In the last 12 months.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Typical group</th>
<th>Atypical group</th>
<th>Wald F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Socio-demographic factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (ref. Male)</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1.31 [1.23–1.40]</td>
<td>1.43 [1.24–1.64]</td>
<td>44.13***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School level (ref. High school)</td>
<td>Middle school</td>
<td>1.36 [1.27–1.45]</td>
<td>1.81 [1.55–2.12]</td>
<td>64.25***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic achievement (ref. Excellent)</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.95 [0.89–1.03]</td>
<td>1.20 [1.02–1.45]</td>
<td>11.38***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with family (ref. Yes)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.30 [1.15–1.46]</td>
<td>1.57 [1.23–2.01]</td>
<td>15.63***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households economic status (ref. Affluent)</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.98 [0.93–1.05]</td>
<td>1.00 [0.85–1.17]</td>
<td>32.02***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poor mental health indicators</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress (ref. Low)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>5.54 [4.09–6.27]</td>
<td>2.41 [1.87–3.09]</td>
<td>388.89***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Note:** Regression reference: no suicidal behavior group.  
* Logistic regression with complex sample was conducted.  
** In the last 12 months.  
*** P < 0.001.  

AOR, Adjusted odds ratio; ref, reference of each independent variable group.

TABLE 3. Multivariate Multinomial Logistic Regression of Suicidal Behavior Group by Gender (N = 60040).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Typical group</th>
<th>Atypical group</th>
<th>Wald F</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Typical group</th>
<th>Atypical group</th>
<th>Wald F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Socio-demographic factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School level (ref. High school)</td>
<td>Middle school</td>
<td>1.20 [1.08–1.35]</td>
<td>1.62 [1.28–2.06]</td>
<td>13.52***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic achievement (ref. Excellent)</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.01 [0.89–1.14]</td>
<td>1.37 [1.04–1.81]</td>
<td>2.42*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with family (ref. Yes)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1.43 [1.19–1.72]</td>
<td>1.38 [0.94–2.03]</td>
<td>8.36***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households economic status (ref. Affluent)</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.92 [0.83–1.02]</td>
<td>0.84 [0.65–1.09]</td>
<td>8.59***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poor mental health indicators</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress (ref. Low)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>5.05 [4.30–5.94]</td>
<td>1.66 [1.20–2.29]</td>
<td>173.17***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox &amp; Snell R²</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagelkerke R²</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Note:** Regression reference category: no suicidal behavior group.  
* Logistic regression with complex sample was conducted.  
** In the last 12 months.  
*** P < 0.001.  

AOR, Adjusted odds ratio; ref, reference of each independent variable group.

ORs of the typical and atypical groups were somewhat different. Adolescents with high stress are more likely to be involved in the typical group with 5.54 times (95% CI: 4.09–6.27), and the atypical group with 2.41 times (95% CI: 1.87–3.09), than adolescents with low stress. Adolescents with depression are more likely to be involved in the typical group with 9.03 times (95% CI: 8.47–9.63) and the atypical group with 5.72 times (95% CI: 4.93–6.63). Adolescents who have experienced violence are more likely to be involved in the typical group with 3.96 times (95% CI: 3.40–4.60) and the atypical group with 7.42 times (95% CI: 5.81–9.46).

3.4 Gender differences in associated factors between typical and atypical suicide-behavioral groups

Most of the significant variables identified in Table 3 showed similar degrees and directions in both gender groups. In terms of socio-demographics, the likelihood of experiencing suicidal behavior, specifically for the atypical group, increased when they studied in middle school more than in high school and had poor household economic status (all P-values < 0.001). In addition, psychological vulnerability factors increased the likelihood of experiencing suicidal behavior, specifically for the typical group, when they reported high
or moderate levels of stress and depression status within 12 months as well as the past experience of violent victimization for the atypical group (all $P$-values < 0.001).

However, the ORs of the typical and atypical groups were somewhat different by gender group. Male adolescents with high stress were more likely to be involved in the typical group with 5.05 times (95% CI: 4.30–5.94), and the atypical group with 1.66 times (95% CI: 1.20–2.29), than adolescents with low stress. Female adolescents with high stress are more likely to be involved in the typical group with 6.25 times (95% CI: 5.03–7.76) and the atypical group with 4.44 times (95% CI: 2.82–7.00). Male adolescents with depression are more likely to be involved in the typical group with 10.75 times (95% CI: 9.69–11.75) and the atypical group with 6.47 times (95% CI: 5.07–8.26). Female adolescents with depression are more likely to be involved in the typical group with 7.96 times (95% CI: 9.69–11.75) and the atypical group with 5.18 times (95% CI: 7.35–8.62), and the atypical group with 5.54 times (95% CI: 3.34–5.44) and in the atypical group with 7.14 times (95% CI: 4.93–10.35).

4. Discussion

Our study explores the rates of suicidal behaviors by classifying them into typical and atypical patterns and examines the gender difference in the associated factors, specifically focusing on psychological vulnerability factors. To our knowledge, this study is the first attempt to identify gender differences in the associations between psychological vulnerability factors and suicidal behaviors using nationally representative data. Excessive stress, a depressed state, and violent victimization were associated with typical or atypical suicide-behaviors in both gender groups. The ORs, which indicated the relative strength of the association between psychologically vulnerable factors and typical or atypical suicidal behaviors, differed by gender group. The findings of this study, which provide more in-depth information to understand the suicidal behaviors of adolescents, could be used as evidence for suicidal prevention programs for adolescents in schools and communities.

Overall, adolescent suicidal behaviors are more prevalent in the typical pattern than in the atypical pattern in both gender groups. Adolescent suicidal ideation could lead to suicidal plans and attempts based on the established backgrounds of relevant theories [4, 10]. This predisposing tendency may be shown in the national statistics—that is, the rate of suicidal ideation among adolescents was much higher than that of suicidal plans and attempts [23, 25]. The significant risk factors reported for suicide, such as psychiatric disorders, hopelessness, depression, and impulsivity were more strongly related not only to typical suicidal progression from suicidal ideation to attempts but also atypical suicidal behaviors [4]. However, many studies emphasize that we might overlook adolescents who directly attempt fatal suicide without a linear sequence of suicidal ideation to suicidal attempt [1]. Recently, it has become important to understand that we may encounter unexpected suicide behaviors among highly predictable victims [7, 26]; thus, it is important to identify those who might harm themselves without suicide ideation.

In this study, the ORs of socio-demographic factors that are expected to be related with high suicidality were much higher in the atypical group than those in the typical group, thus the information would be helpful for this early identification of the diverse type of pattern [7, 9]. The higher risk of atypical suicide behaviors was found in female adolescents, middle school students, students with poor academic achievement, low income, and those who had experienced violent victimization. Younger adolescents with low levels of academic performance and incomes were more likely to have higher levels of impulsivity regarding suicidal behaviors [13, 20]. In addition, female adolescents were more likely to engage in both typical and atypical suicidal behaviors compared to male adolescents, but gender discrepancies increased in the atypical group more than that of the typical group. Previous studies recognized that female adolescents have more frequent suicidal behaviors in earlier adolescence than male adolescents in terms of ideation, planning, and attempts [13, 20]. It might be relevant that female adolescents have a greater risk of internalized disorders (e.g., depression or other mood disorders) [21]. Thus, these factors should be included in early assessment tools to identify the high-risk groups for atypical suicide in a specific gender group.

Our findings confirm the importance of improving mental health for suicide prevention. The findings of this study showed that adolescents with high stress are more likely to be involved in the typical and atypical group at 5.54 times (5.05 times in male vs 6.25 time in female) and 2.41 times (1.66 times in male vs 4.44 time in female), respectively. Adolescents with depression are more likely to be involved in the typical and atypical group with 9.03 (10.75 times in male vs 7.96 time in female) and 5.72 times (6.47 times in male vs 5.18 times in female), respectively. Higher levels of stress and recently depressed states were more likely to lead to suicidal behaviors, which is more significant in the typical group than in the atypical group. Consistent with previous studies, more suicidal behaviors in adolescents were related to higher levels of psychological distress [3, 13, 19, 27] and depression [13, 18]. The life stress and depression of adolescents results from the high expectations of academic achievement, college entrance examinations, and poor interpersonal relationships with parents and peers [3, 15, 19]. Thus, it is required to reduce the negative impact of uncontrolled stress and depression for the vulnerable adolescent at high risk of suicidal behaviors [15, 18]. Specifically, psychological distress related to life events may trigger suicidal ideation to move forward to planning and attempts when stress accumulates excessively [27]. In addition, our findings support the risk of suicidal behaviors related to depression [3, 13, 18], specifically for the atypical pattern. This finding is critically important for monitoring the level of adolescents’ stress and depression in
a timely manner [15, 18].

In addition, the results of this study provide more detailed information that female adolescents with high stress were more likely to be involved in the atypical group, while male adolescents with depression were more likely to involved in the typical group. There was a limitation in comparing the findings of this study as little previous research has been done on typical and atypical suicidal behaviors. Systematic and sustainable investigation by gender of trajectories of suicidal ideation, plans, and attempts will provide an accurate picture of developmental patterns of suicidal episodes among adolescents [15, 20].

Adolescents who have experienced violence are more likely to be involved in the typical and atypical group with 3.96 (3.72 times in male vs 7.74 times in female) and 7.42 times (4.26 times in male vs 7.14 times in female), respectively. Interestingly, these results mean that adolescents who have experienced violent victimization were more likely to belong to the typical and atypical group when compared to adolescents who have not experienced violent victimization. These results are consistent with findings that bullying is related to increased risk for suicidal behavior not only typical and atypical patterns [14–17, 28]. A meta-analysis found that many types of bullying, such as bullying victimization, bullying perpetration, and bully-victim status show significant associations with a higher likelihood of suicidal behavior [17].

Notably, this study revealed that bullied adolescents are more likely to have atypical suicide behaviors without sequential processes from ideations to plans and attempts with more increased OR. In addition, the results of this study demonstrated that female adolescents who had experienced violent victimization were more likely to be involved in the atypical group. It was difficult to compare the results of this study because there has been little previous study on associations of atypical suicidal behaviors or gender differences. It could be explained that bullied adolescents tend to externalize or internalize their difficulties or personal problems [21, 28]. A Chinese study found that suicide attempters without reported ideation were likely to be more impulsive, had the intent to hurt others, sought less support from their significant others, and consulted psychiatric doctors for medical help [26]. Thus, the aggression experienced in being bullied could target others and themselves, representing self-harm or suicidal behaviors [28]. Moreover, the victims were isolated from school to keep them distant from the perpetrator, making the victim disconnected from social capital and deprived of coping opportunities [16]. Bullied adolescents might have difficulty asking for help and having close interpersonal relationships; therefore, one important role of school nurses is to screen out adolescents who are being bullied with insightful attention and provide supportive programs to adolescents to show them how bullying is associated with psychological harm [15, 21]. It would be helpful to provide school-based mental health screening tests periodically and build close partnerships with teachers, parents, and peers to prevent adolescent violence [21, 28].

Integrative programs containing both adolescent suicide and the prevention of victimization should be developed and tested to ensure the synergetic effects of better adolescent safety [16]. It would also be effective to develop a differentiated strategy that considers gender in providing such intervention [15, 20].

Adolescents not living with their families could have an increased likelihood of both typical and atypical suicidal behaviors. Living with family not only means a stable environment for living, but also refers to a support system providing interpersonal relationships and utilisable resources [21]. Based on Durkheim’s [29] social integration theory of suicide, family is the key component to form the social capital of adolescents that functions as a buffering system between suicide and poor mental health [13, 19]. Thus, adolescents who do not live with their families may have difficulty using their families as a buffer. Based on the three-step theory [10], connectedness could function as a protective factor against suicide in general. Family cohesion and connectedness may protect adolescents from self-harmful behaviors [3]. Particularly, our study revealed gender differences in association between living with family and suicidal behaviors; male adolescents who do not live with their families showed typical suicidal behaviors, while female adolescents who do not live with their families often showed atypical suicidal behavior patterns. Thus, it would be necessary to strengthen other social support systems that replace the family system by considering gender differences in patterns of suicidal behavior.

5. Study limitations and future research

There are some limitations to this study. First, our study was cross-sectional in design; thus it is difficult to infer causality in our study findings. Second, due to self-reporting, adolescent suicide might be under-reported because of social stigma or associated emotional distress [8]. Third, stress levels, depression status, and violent victimization were measured using a single item each, so using valid measures with multiple questions will provide in-depth understanding. Fourth, suicidal ideation was measured using a single item, so it is limited to assess passive (wishing to be gone) versus active (planning means) suicidal behavior that could more fully describe typical versus atypical groups. Fifth, without suicidal ideation, suicide planning and attempts are unusual cases; this study is limited in the profound understanding of these adolescents. Thus, we suggest future research using more sophisticated designs and objective measurement for clinical diagnosis and practice [3, 18]. Longitudinal studies including a large number of adolescents could identify other considerable factors associated with suicidal behaviors, and qualitative studies based on in-depth personal interviews with typical and atypical suicide-behavioral groups across the developmental stage and more accumulated data about the transition from plan to attempt.
6. Conclusions

Previous studies of suicide have primarily investigated only suicidal ideation and typical pattern in linear sequence. Our study found that a considerable number of adolescents engage in both typical and atypical suicidal behaviors based on nationally representative data. Our findings support significant associations of psychological vulnerability factors with suicidal behaviors that are somewhat different for each gender. Moreover, our findings support the importance of managing adolescent mental health problems to prevent both typical and atypical patterns of suicidal behaviors. Psychological interventions and the prevention of school violence should be undertaken for vulnerable adolescents at risk of suicide. In addition, the development of gender-specific strategies is required to overcome specific risk factors of suicide. Thus, cooperation will be necessary between school, family, and students themselves.

7. Implications

Our findings provide comprehensive evidence for mental health nurses and policymakers, who need to reduce suicidal behaviors among adolescents with psychologically vulnerable health. National policies against suicide need to be refined based on recent trends in adolescent culture and behavioral changes [1]. In general, it would be helpful to conduct relevant gatekeeper training for teachers, family, community leaders, and others to aid early detection, improve rapid response, and support referral for hospital treatment for adolescents at high risk of suicide [1, 30, 31]. It is necessary to use the comprehensive assessment tool of suicide risk in a school setting [32]. Specifically, family might be a key collaborator in providing proper interpersonal relationships and communication [31], especially for female adolescents with atypical suicidal behaviors [13]. At the same time, it is important to protect the confidentiality and autonomy of high-risk adolescents in terms of information sharing and referral to clinicians [8].

Gender-specific programs are very important in preventing suicidal behaviors at school [13, 33]. Stress management, depression treatment, and anti-victimization should be key components when designing suicidal prevention programs in middle and high school for typical suicidal behaviors [1, 33]. The most vulnerable subgroups with suicidal behaviors and psychologically vulnerable health should be screened using valid instruments—for example, the adolescent health and problem behavior screening questionnaire-II [15]. Mental health nurses and school nurses are in an important position to help develop school-based suicidal prevention programs making use of an effective method for educating adolescents in recognizing their own mental health conditions and enhancing adolescent help-seeking abilities [14, 34–36]. There are significant gender differences in psychological factors with suicidal behaviors, thus it would be important to take gender difference into account with any program development [20]. Usually, male adolescents deal with depressive symptoms with deviance or health risks behaviors, such as alcohol or cigarettes, so that their psychological problems are often overlooked [37], while female adolescents ask for help from people around them and seek early treatment more readily through alliances for their psychological problems, such as getting advice in family systems. Thus, gender-specific strategies should be developed to increase change in suicidal behavior against poor mental health.
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